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Abstract
The inclusion of document length factors has been a major topic in the development of retrieval models. We believe
that current models can be further improved by more refined estimations of the document’s scope. In this poster we
present a new document length prior that uses the size of the compressed document. This new prior is introduced in
the context of Language Modeling (LM) with Dirichlet smoothing. The evaluation performed on several collections
shows significant improvements in effectiveness.

1. Introduction

2. Compression-Based Prior

• Doc length (DL) is important in
IR, e.g. BM25, pivoted vector
space models or Language Models with Dirichlet smoothing, incorporate some form of DL correction. DL corrections are based
on rough estimations of the doc’s
contents (e.g. byte size or term
count).

Probability of a doc given a query:

• Claim: The size of the compressed doc is appropriate to estimate the doc’s scope.

n: # query terms, tf (qi , d): raw term frequency of qi in d, |d|: # doc terms, µ:
smoothing parameter, P (qi |C): probability of qi occurring in the collection C.

• Example: Two docs (d1 , d2 ) with
the same size, if the compressed
size of d1 is much smaller than
the compressed size of d2 ⇒ d1 is
more verbose than d2 .
• Proposal: Use the size of the
compressed document to define
a doc prior in LM with Dirichlet
smoothing.

P (q|d) · P (d) rank
P (d|q) =
= log P (q|d) + log P (d)
P (q)

(1)

Dirichlet smoothing:
P (q|d) =

n
Y
tf (qi , d) + µ · P (qi |C)
i=1

|d| + µ

(2)

log P (q|d), reduces to :
X
i:tf (qi ,d)>0



tf (qi , d)
µ
log 1 +
+ n log
µP (qi |C)
|d| + µ

(3)

We compare the following non-uniform priors:
|d|

com(d)
terms prior: P (d) = P
, zipped prior: P (d) = P
di ∈C |di |
di ∈C com(di )

(4)

com(d): size (bytes) of the compressed doc (zipped) divided by the original
size (bytes) of the doc.

3. Experiments and Results
• TREC-5, 6 & 8 (50 qs each), WT10g (100 qs).
• Porter stemmer + stopword removal.
• Short queries (title only).
• Reported results for WT10g but the same
trends hold in every collection (see Table 1 in
the Procs.).
Terms prior is worse than standard Dirichlet (Uniform prior). Zipped prior is the best. The improvement is consistent
across smoothing levels.

4. Conclusions
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